
 
 
39 months of leadership 
SIC IS THE MOST WATCHED CHANNEL IN PORTUGAL  
 
- SIC has been leader for 39 months and in the accumulated year 2022 leads with 
17.7% share; 
- SIC leads on every day of the week in 2022;  
- SIC remains, in April, as the most watched channel on Portuguese television with a 
17.0% share, against 16.6% for TVI and 10.1% for RTP1; 
- SIC's leadership in April was once again extended to the commercial targets - A/B C 
D 15/54 and A/B C D 25/54, and it is the only generalist channel to increase its distance 
to TVI; 
- Jornal da Noite was the most watched news programme on Portuguese television 
in April; 
- The soap opera A Serra, which came to an end in April, ended up leading, collecting 
the daily preference of more than 900,000 viewers over the last 14 months;    
- Isto É Gozar Com Quem Trabalha, Ídolos and Casados À Primeira Vista are the most 
watched entertainment programmes in April on SIC; 
- SIC ends the month of April leading in the mornings, afternoons, and weekday 
evenings; 
- In April, SIC Notícias ended the month with a 2.4% share.   
 
 
IMPRESA’s station ended April leading with a 17.0% share, as opposed to TVI's 
16.6% share and RTP1's 10.1% share. 
SIC has led for 39 consecutive months and leads in 2022 with 17.7% share against 
TVI's 16.9% share and RTP1's 10.6% share. 
 
In April, Jornal da Noite was once again the most watched news programme, ending 
up leading in the generalist channels universe.  
The good results of the existing rubrics throughout the week, such as Opinião de 
Luís Marques Mendes and Polígrafo SIC, leaders in the generalist channels 
universe, contributed in a very positive manner to the good performance of Jornal 
da Noite. Highlight also goes to the return of Conceição Lino's rubric - Essencial - 
that ended the month of April leading, in the universe of the generalist channels. 
Primeiro Jornal, once again, ended the month systematically leading from Monday 
to Sunday. 
 
In prime time, the highlights were Isto É Gozar Com Quem Trabalha, Ídolos and 
Casados À Primeira Vista, which were the most watched entertainment programmes 



 
in April on SIC and the soap operas Amor Amor, A Serra and Bom Sucesso which 
were the viewers' favourites in April. 
 
SIC maintains the leadership in the mornings and afternoons 
In the morning slot (between 8am and 2pm) SIC ended the month leading with a 
17.1% share and in the afternoon slot (between 2pm and 8pm), SIC also ended the 
month leading with a 15.9% share. 
 
SIC Theme Channels 
In April, SIC Notícias ended the month with 2.4% share.   
SIC Mulher ended the month of April with 0.5% share, SIC Radical ended with 0.3% 
share, up 0.1 p.p. against the previous month, SIC Caras ended with 0.2% share 
and SIC K ended with 0.2% share, up 0.1 p.p. against the previous month. 
 
 
 


